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WEEKLY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED DURING THE FLIGHT BETWEEN THE CITY
OF LISBOA, PORTUGAL AND SAO PAULO, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

When your eyes open each day, My child, contemplate in your heart  the Truth and the Presence of
God. Remember that there is a higher reality that calls you and that there is a Greater Plan to be
manifested.

When your feet touch the ground each day, My child, remember that you are on a sacred planet that,
in spite of often not seeming so, is a great treasure for the Heart of God.

When you breathe the air each morning, remember, My child, that there is a Greater Breath that
comes from God and dwells in you to give you the true life, the true awakening.

Thank God every day for still having an opportunity of being in the world to learn about the power
of love and how it transforms and redeems all things.

Thank God every day for there being infinite Cosmos, a symbol of the infiniteness of His Love, and
because, among so many stars that there are in Heaven, the Creator has His Eyes focused on Earth.

Recognize the mystery of life and the profound ignorance of the human heart every day, and keep
alive within you the aspiration to know and live the new.

Thank the Father for life, for Creation, and sincerely emit to His Creator Heart this feeling that
unites Universes and dimensions and reaches God, consoling His Heart for so much indifference
that He has felt, caused by a part of His children.

Love being part of this Divine Project, and may the transcendence of the human condition be for
you a great challenge, rather than a great burden.

Surpass yourself and do so with love. Vanquish yourself every day to give a victory to the Heart of
God, who daily contemplates His children defeated in the abysses of the world by illusions and by
vanities.

When you fall, offer your hand to the Father. There is nothing that pleases the Heart of God more
than a child of His that has sincerely repented, crying out for His Hands. With joy, God will raise
you up, and your act of elevation and surpassing will inspire others.

Make your life, My child, a great offering to God through small and sincere actions. From you, God
only needs a spirit of gratitude, a humble heart willing to love.

That every day, when you wake up, you may not only wake up your body, but also your
consciousness, because not only you, but all of the planet needs this.

I bless you and leave you My Peace so that you may multiply it each new day.
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Your Father and Friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


